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Welcome to the Ultimate Travel Guide to the Beautiful city of Chiang Mai!Welcome to the Ultimate

Chiang Mai Thailand Travel Guide !If you want to get to know the best spots and best activities in

town that wonâ€™t be crowded with annoying tourists or backpackers this is the Guide you need!* *

*FREE SURPRISE INSIDE * * * In this book you will have access to the top 55 best secret places in

town that you would probably never find out about on your own!If you are looking for the boring

tourist traps in Chiang Mai this is not the book for you!Have you been thinking of visiting Chiang Mai

or are you already in Thailand and you are wondering what you should do? Do you want to have a

memorable experience throughout your visit to the land of Smiles? Relax. This book contains the

best and less touristic details you need on where to visit, what to see, possible outdoor adventures,

Gay Friendly places, coffee shops, temples and a lot more. If you are looking for a book that

wonâ€™t bore you with too much unnecessary information, this is your perfect guide; it will get you

to visit as many places as possible and experience Chiang Mai to the fullest whether you are visiting

for a few days or for over a month.I wrote this book specifically thinking in you:, the free spirit who

dares to go beyond the limits of their own country and looking to get to know another culture from

the eyes of the locals. I wrote this book with the help of several locals and fellow long term travellers

that know all you need to know about Thailand to show you how you can have an absolutely

amazing experience while you are in Chiang Mai. You see, I may not know you, but I know

something about you: both you and me are alike. We like to prepare ourselves and live unique

experiences. We like to incorporate solid knowledge before we dive in. And I know you won't just

settle for average travel guides! I know you are looking for something better and different;

something that will truly help you down the road: a book with real life tips, recommendations, useful

advice from real people; everything you may need in your trip. And guess what? You've just found

what you were looking for! This books contains the best 55 activities to do in Chiang Mai and

several extra lists with deep insight of the best spots locals like the most. Here Is A Preview Of What

You'll Check Inside...â€¢Best Restaurants in Chiang Mai â€¢Annual Festivals and Holidays You

Can't Missâ€¢Best Outdoor activities and day tripsâ€¢Best markets in townâ€¢The best

Templesâ€¢Top Vegetarian Restaurantsâ€¢Top Adult Entertainment â€¢Religious related

activitiesâ€¢Nightlife and barsâ€¢Top 10 Coffee Shopsâ€¢Top Volunteering organizationsâ€¢Much,

much more!
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It has some nice ideas inside. They probably aren't local favorites, but they aren't the obvious

choices either. Give it a look if you're headed to Chiang Mai for more than two or three days.

I been living in Chiang Mai for over 6 years now, and this book still have me some good ideas to

places I havent explored yet. Well written, easy to read, and with map location for each location.

Awesome!

Good to read book giving precise and detailed information about activities and resources in Chang

Mai in Northern Thailand. Well worth getting a copy of this book before you go to Chang Mai to get

the best out of your visit. Interesting, and some surprises!

This is a really useful guide for anyone coming to Chiang Mai. I live here and know many of the

places suggested, but someI do not. So if you are thinking of coming to Chiang Mai and want to see

more than the local tuk tuk driver will offer you,buy this!

Nice Ebook. The secrets are nice for new people in Chiang Mai. Some really interressants



things.But I'm still looking for a deeper and more complete book of secrets.This city is amazing and

there are hundreds of secrets places and activities that I want to find.Good start with this book

tough.

great book with a lot of detailed info about Chiang Mai. I am from Chiang Mai and even I got

surprised with the amount of places i didnt knew about . totally worth the read.

We used this book as a guide for dining and entertainment while in Chiang Mai. Some of the tips in

here are truly gold when it comes to value for money and taste.Highly recommended if you're going

there. (Which you should, by the way :) )

This is a great list of items - most of which I didn't do when I was there 10 years ago. Am looking

forward to checking out some of these places on my next trip to Chiang Mai.
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